Distinct features of brain perivascular fibroblasts and mural cells
revealed by in vivo two-photon imaging
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SUMMARY
Perivascular fibroblasts (PVFs) are recognized for their pro-fibrotic role in many central nervous system disorders. Like mural cells, PVFs surround blood vessels and express Pdgfrβ. However, these shared attributes hinder the ability to distinguish PVFs from mural cells. We used in vivo two-photon imaging and transgenic mice with PVF-targeting promoters (Col1a1 or Col1a2) to compare the structure and distribution of PVFs and mural cells in cerebral cortex of healthy, adult mice. We show that PVFs localize to all cortical penetrating arterioles and their pre-capillary offshoots, as well as the main trunk of only larger ascending venules. However, the capillary zone is devoid of PVF coverage. PVFs display short-range mobility along the vessel wall and exhibit distinct structural features (flattened somata and thin ruffled processes) not seen with smooth muscle cells or pericytes. These findings clarify that PVFs and mural cells are distinct cell types coexisting in a similar perivascular niche.
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INTRODUCTION

The microvasculature of the central nervous system (CNS) is surrounded by mural cells and perivascular fibroblasts (PVFs). The physiological roles of these perivascular cell types, and their distinct functions across microvascular zones, continue to be refined with new advances in genetics and imaging. Mural cells include vascular smooth muscle cells (SMCs) and different forms of pericytes. SMCs cover surface and penetrating arterioles, and through contractile and dilatory actions of their circumferential cellular processes, dynamically regulate blood flow. Pericytes reside on downstream pre-capillary arterioles and capillaries, and exhibit protruding cell bodies and longer processes with varying degrees of morphological complexity. Ensheathing pericytes on pre-capillary arterioles dynamically regulate blood flow similar to SMCs, while capillary pericytes are involved in slower modulation of capillary tone and blood-brain barrier establishment and homeostasis. Unlike mural cells, which are embedded in the endothelial basement membrane, PVFs reside in the perivascular Virchow-Robin space between the mural cell layer and astrocytic endfeet. Recent transcriptomic analyses demonstrate that PVFs express genes encoding structural components, modifiers and receptors for the extracellular matrix (ECM). Further, studies in zebrafish have demonstrated that PVFs establish the ECM along developing blood vessels.

PVFs may be a continuation of the pial fibroblast layer of the meninges along blood vessels diving into the neural parenchyma. As such, PVFs appear to be most abundant around large diameter arterioles and venules, however their precise organization along the microvascular tree remains unclear. PVFs also express Pdgfrβ and CD13, both of which are commonly used as broader markers to identify mural cells. This has made it difficult to differentiate PVFs from mural cells and can obscure the distinct physiological roles of these cell types during vascular health and pathology. For example, prior studies have reported that PVFs and meningeal fibroblasts, not mural cells, create the fibrotic scar following CNS injury. However, some reports have implicated "type-A pericytes" in this pro-fibrotic response, demonstrating the importance of a side-by-side comparison of PVFs to mural cells. Further, since some markers of PVFs are secreted ECM components (collagens), it can be difficult to differentiate PVFs from their secreted proteins by immunostaining. Detailed studies of mural cells in relation to their vascular topology, morphology and dynamics has helped to reveal their unique functions, and now similar analyses are required before PVFs can be carefully studied.

In vivo two-photon imaging is an essential approach in the study of neurovascular physiology and pathophysiology. However, it relies on well-characterized transgenic mouse lines to label defined cell types of the neurovascular unit in the healthy brain prior to adding the
complexity of tissue reactions to disease and injury. Considering how little is known about PVF distribution and appearance in vivo, we leveraged mouse lines with enriched genetic targeting for CNS fibroblasts (Col1a1-GFP and Col1a2-CreERT2) to characterize PVFs in the widely studied vascular architecture of the mouse cerebral cortex. In vivo topological analysis revealed that PVFs occupied cortical penetrating arterioles, pre-capillary arteriole and ascending venules, but were absent in capillaries occupied by capillary pericytes across various CNS regions. We further demonstrate that PVFs are morphologically distinct from mural cells, and exhibit short-range mobility on the order of days, in contrast to the stability of mural cells of the adult microvasculature.

METHODS

Animals. Mice were housed in specific-pathogen-free facilities approved by AALAC and were handled in accordance with protocols approved by the Seattle Children’s Research Institute IACUC committee. All data were analyzed and reported according to ARRIVE guidelines.

To generate PVF-mural cell reporter mice (Col1a1-GFP; PdgfrβCre-tdTomato), female Col1a1-GFP/+ mice (C57BL/6 background) were bred with male Pdgfrβ-Cre/+; Ai14-flox/flox mice. Pdgfrβ-Cre mice (FVB and C57BL/6 × 129 background) were a generous gift from Prof. Volkhard Lindner of the Maine Medical Center Research Institute and the Rosa-lsl-tdTomato reporter mice, Ai14-flox, were obtained from Jackson Labs (#007914; C57BL/6 background). Col1a2-CreER mice (Jackson Lab; #029567; C57BL/6 background) were also crossed with the Ai14-flox and mT/mG-flox lines (#007576) to create tamoxifen inducible PVF-reporter mice. Sparse labeling of PVFs was achieved with two consecutive days of tamoxifen treatment (80mg/kg i.p. dissolved in corn oil). Five consecutive days of tamoxifen treatment (80mg/kg i.p. dissolved in corn oil) resulted in recombination in PVFs and some smooth muscle cells (Supplemental Fig. 6). Mice throughout all experiments were within 3-7 months of age and both males and females were used.

Cranial window surgery and in vivo two-photon imaging. We created chronic, skull-removed cranial windows over the somatosensory cortex for in vivo imaging, as previously described. Briefly, a 3mm in diameter craniotomy was carefully performed with frequently soaking of artificial-cerebral spinal fluid to separate the dura prior to skull removal. After placement and sealing of a 3mm/4mm coverslip plug and the remaining area surrounding the craniotomy with dental cement, mice were allowed to rest and recover for at least 3 weeks prior to imaging. To label the vasculature in PVF-mural cell reporter mice, 25µL of 5% (w/v in saline) custom conjugated Alexa Fluor 680 (Life Technologies; A20008) conjugated to 2MDa Dextran (Fisher Scientific;
NC1275021) was injected through the retro-orbital vein under deep isoflurane anesthesia (2% MAC in medical air). Similarly, the vasculature in PdgfrβCre-tdTomato and Col1a2CreER-tdTomato mice was visualized with 25µL of 5% (w/v in saline) 70kDa FITC-dextran (Sigma-Aldrich; 46945). During imaging, isoflurane was maintained ~1.5% MAC in medical-grade air. The cortical microvasculature was imaged with a Bruker Investigator coupled to a Spectra-Physics Insight X3. Imaging of Col1a1-GFP; PdgfrβCre-tdTomato and Col1a2CreER-tdTomato mice was performed with 975nm excitation wavelength and 920nm for Col1a1-GFP mice. Collection of green, red and far-red fluorescence emission of PVF-mural cell reporter mice was achieved with 525/70, 595/50, and 660/40 emission bandpass filters respectively, and detected with GaAsP photomultiplier tubes. A 20x (1.0 NA) water-immersion objective (Olympus; XLUMPLFLN) was used to collect high-resolution image z-stacks at 1.0 µm increments. Collection of most images began at the pial surface as identified by pial vessels with penetrating vessels into the cortex. In a subset of image collections, the dural layer was included and recognized by the non-penetrating dural vessels, allowing us to demarcate the meningeal layers in the fibroblast reporter animals.

**Topological analysis of PVFs along the cortical vasculature.** Blood flow directionality and vascular structure (in Col1a1-GFP mice) and/or mural cell morphology (in Col1a1-GFP; PdgfrβCre-tdTomato mice) were used to identify penetrating arterioles and ascending venules during in vivo two-photon imaging experiments. In total, 21 arteriolar-pre-capillary zones and 32 ascending venules were examined over 4 mice. Branching order off of penetrating arterioles was assigned as described previously\textsuperscript{22}. Ascending venules were denoted at 0\textsuperscript{th} order with their respective post-capillary offshoots designated as 1\textsuperscript{st} order. The number of Col1a1-GFP\textsuperscript{+} PVF soma and termination points was documented along branch order. Summation of PVF soma and termination points at their respective branch point was divided by the total number of PVFs or termination points respectively. In all, 80 PVFs and 21 termination points were observed within the arteriolar network and 19 PVFs along ascending venules. FIJI software was used to perform this analysis.

**Penetrating arteriole and ascending venule diameter analysis.** Diameter analysis of penetrating arterioles and ascending venules in PVF and PVF-mural reporter mice was performed using the Vasometrics FIJI plug-in\textsuperscript{24}. In brief, max projected images were created of penetrating and ascending vessels that included the vessel just under the surface of the brain to their first branch point. The line segment tool was used to draw a through-line along the center of the vessel segment wherein multiple evenly spaced cross-sectional lines were created. The fluorescent intensity profile was created at each cross-section enabling a full-width half max lumen diameter.
to be calculated along the entire vessel segment. In a few cases, measurement of the penetrating vessel was measured at the pial surface due to the perpendicular nature of certain vessels. Analysis was performed on 15 penetrating arterioles and 32 ascending venules.

**Analysis of perivascular somata roundness.** Somata roundness was analyzed using the ImageJ Shape Descriptors measurement tool. Manual measurements outlining perivascular cells were made from maximum projected two-photon images obtained from Col1a2CreER-t tdTomato and PdgfrβCre-t tdTomato mice. Analysis was performed on 122 perivascular cells along the pre-capillary zone from 8 PdgfrβCre-t tdTomato mice and 77 PVFs on penetrating arterioles, pre-capillary zones, and ascending venules from 4 Col1a2CreER-t tdTomato mice. To generate a histogram, all data was binned at 0.2 increments and distributed across a scale of roundness where 1 is considered a perfect circle and 0 is completely flat.

**Analysis of PVF and ensheathing pericyte dynamics.** Dynamics of PVF and ensheathing pericyte somata was performed on in vivo two-photon imaging stacks from Col1a2CreER-t tdTomato and PdgfrβCre-t tdTomato mice respectively. Distance from the center of individual PVF or ensheathing pericyte soma was measured manually to the nearest capillary junction in a 2D max projected image using the line selection tool in ImageJ. This value and the respective z-distance was then used to calculate the true physical, Euclidean distance at each time point. Displacement over time was calculated by subtracting the Euclidean distance at each time point from their initial Euclidean distance. Analysis was performed on 102 PVF somata from 4 Col1a2CreER-t tdTomato mice and 32 ensheathing pericytes from 5 Pdgfrβ-t tdTomato mice.

**Immunohistochemistry and confocal imaging.** Mice were deeply anesthetized with euthasol and trans-cardial perfusions were performed with PBS followed by 4% paraformaldehyde. Brains and spinal cord were dissected, cryoprotected in 30% sucrose with 0.001% sodium azide for 1-2 days, frozen in OCT and cryosectioned using a Leica cryostat. To enhance GFP detection, tissue sections (100µm) from Col1a1GFP; PdgfrβCre-t tdTomato and Col1a2CreER-mGFP mice animals were stained with rabbit anti-Alexa-fluor 488 conjugated GFP (1:100; ThermoFisher A-21311) and for 48 hours at 4°C followed by 15 minutes of DAPI staining (1:5000; ThermoFisher). Retina whole mounts were also incubated with rabbit anti-Alexa-fluor 488 conjugated GFP for 4 days at 4°C followed by 15 minutes of DAPI staining. Col1a2CreER-t tdTomato brain sections (50µm) were stained with rabbit anti-Laminin (1:50; Sigma L9393) or rabbit anti-Pdgfra1 (1:100; Cell signaling; D1E1E) overnight at 4°C. Following incubation with these primary antibodies, sections were
incubated with appropriate Alexa-fluor conjugated goat anti-rabbit secondary antibodies (1:500; ThermoFisher; A-11008) for 2 hours at room temp followed by 15 minutes of DAPI staining. All antibody staining was performed in a solution of 2% TritonX-100, 10% goat serum and 0.1% sodium azide in PBS. Tissue sections were washed 3 times for 5 minutes in PBS after each antibody incubation. Following staining, tissue was mounted onto slides with Fluoromount G (ThermoFisher; 00-4958-02). Immunofluorescent images were captured using a Leica SP5 or Zeiss 710 LSM confocal microscopes.

Statistics. All statistical analyses were performed in Graphpad Prism software (ver. 9). Respective statistical analyses are reported in the figure legends. Normality tests, generally Shapiro-Wilk tests, were performed on necessary data sets prior to statistical tests.

RESULTS

Perivascular fibroblasts occupy the arteriole, pre-capillary and venule zones but not the capillary bed.

To study PVFs and mural cells along the cortical vasculature we generated PVF-mural cell reporter mice (Col1a1-GFP; PdgfrβCre-tdTomato). Both PVFs and mural cells express Pdgfrβ and therefore are both tdTomato-positive in these mice. However, Col1a1 expression is specific to meningeal fibroblasts (Supplemental Fig. 1) and PVFs of the pial surface and intraparenchymal vasculature (Fig. 1)14-17. Therefore, we were able to identify PVFs in the brain by their additional expression of GFP (Fig. 1A).

We first used in vivo two-photon imaging to assess the organization of PVFs along vascular zones previously defined by hierarchical organization of mural cells within the cortex7,22. Penetrating arterioles, denoted as 0th order, were identified by robust tdTomato-expressing SMCs. Pre-capillary arterioles (~1st – 4th order) branch off the penetrating arterioles and ramify into the capillary zone (>5th order), increasing in branch order with each bifurcation. Here, branch orders 1 – 4th order are considered the pre-capillary zone due to α-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA)-expressing ensheathing pericytes that tend to cover these vessel segments4,21,22. Ensheathing pericytes can be identified by the morphology of their processes, which completely encircled the endothelium and are more elongated compared to SMCs. When pericytes shift their morphology to mesh and thin-strand processes at or before 4th order, this represents entry into the α-SMA-low to negative capillary zone (Fig. 1B). We analyzed the distribution of PVF somata and the termination of the territories covered by their processes with respect to branch orders. This
revealed that PVF somata were predominantly found along 0th order penetrating arterioles, and up to 4th order branches (Fig. 1B, E) with their territories terminating predominantly on 3rd and 4th order vessels (Fig. 1B, F). This corresponds to the pre-capillary arteriole zone. PVFs were absent within the capillary zone. Over the cortical depths we could image, PVFs were continually present on penetrating arterioles even up to the maximum imaging depth used (≥ 200µm) (Fig. 1D). This was the case regardless of penetrating arteriole diameter.

Ascending venules (0th order on the venule side) drain blood out of the brain and are covered by tdTomato-expressing venule stellate-shaped mural cells (VSMCs). We found that PVF somata were present on some, but not all ascending venules (Fig. 1C). Only 37.5% (12/32) of 0th order ascending venules were covered by PVFs, and these were typically ascending venules of larger diameter (>12µm). PVF territories along ascending venules also terminated at shallower depths than penetrating arterioles and the depth of termination correlated with the ascending venule diameter (Fig. 1D). Unlike arterioles, PVFs on the venous side did not extend beyond the 0th order vessel with either their somata or processes (Fig. 1E, F).

Immunohistochemical analysis allowed us to examine penetrating arteriole and ascending venule labeling beyond cortical depths achieved by in vivo imaging. We found that PVF coverage of penetrating arterioles extended down to their deepest terminal branches (Supplemental Fig. 2). Interestingly, principal cortical venules (PCVs), which are the largest venules that drain cortical gray matter and underlying white matter, exhibited PVF labeling even down to their branches in the external capsule/corpus callosum (Supplemental Fig. 2). Together this demonstrates that PVFs are found along penetrating arterioles, pre-capillary zones and the trunk of large diameter ascending venules, but not along capillaries in the cortex. Thus, PVFs and capillary pericytes occupy distinct vascular zones.

Topological organization of perivascular fibroblasts is identical across various CNS regions.

We next asked if PVFs were organized similarly along the vasculature throughout the CNS by performing confocal microscopy on various CNS regions of PVF-mural cell reporter mice. Similar to what we observed in the cortex (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2A), PVFs were found on arterioles, pre-capillary arterioles and large diameter venules, but not capillaries, in the corpus callosum (Fig. 2B, Supplemental Fig. 2) and hippocampus (Fig. 2C), which are two regions where vascular pathology contributes to neurological disease. PVFs in the spinal cord are also organized similarly, a CNS region where fibrotic responses elicited by injury are regularly studied (Fig. 2D). The same topological organization was also observed in the striatum, thalamus...
and the cerebellum (Supplemental Fig. 3A-C). Interestingly, PVFs were not found along the retinal vasculature (Supplemental Fig. 3D). This may be due to the fact that the pia covers the optic nerve but does not extend to the retina and therefore further supports the idea that PVFs are an extension of the pia.

Morphological features of perivascular fibroblasts are distinct from mural cells.

Morphological description of PVFs and a comparison to mural cells would assist in differentiating these two perivascular cell types. The morphology of mural cells along different microvascular zones in cerebral cortex has been described in detail using PdgfrbCre mice. Although PVFs are also labeled with the PdgfrbCre driver, as shown above, mural cells are brighter and more conspicuous in PdgfrbCre-tdTomato mice. SMCs along penetrating arterioles have thick circumferentially-oriented processes (Fig. 3A). Ensheathing pericytes of the pre-capillary zone also have thick circumferential processes, and exhibit protruding, ovoid cell bodies typical of pericytes (Fig. 3B). VSMCs also have protruding cell bodies like pericytes but their processes extend in multiple directions thus take on an overall stellate shape (Fig. 3C). Observations from Figure 1 demonstrated flattened PVF somata that did not protrude from the vessel wall. As such, putative PVF somata were occasionally observed along the vasculature of PdgfrbCre-tdTomato mice, most often along the pre-capillary zone where morphological distinction were the greatest (Fig. 3B and Supplemental Fig. 4).

To gain a clearer view of PVF morphology, we utilized the tamoxifen inducible fibroblast-targeting line Col1a2CreER and crossed them with the Rosa-Isl-tdTomato reporter mice (Ai14-flox). Recent work showed that Col1a2CreER cell targeting overlaps with ~90% of Col1a1-GFP expressing fibroblasts in the CNS. Col1a2CreER-tdTomato mice were given two days of tamoxifen (80mg/kg) to sparsely label PVFs. Two-photon imaging revealed sparse tdTomato expression in PVFs of brain arterioles and venules, with vascular zone specificity identical to GFP in Col1a1-GFP mice. Meningeal fibroblasts were also sparsely labeled (Supplemental Fig. 5).

Expression of a second fibroblast marker, Pdgfra, was also confirmed in PVFs along cortical vessels in Col1a2CreER-tdTomato mice. Five days of tamoxifen resulted in tdTomato expression in some SMCs, indicating that tamoxifen dosage is important for precise labeling of PVFs (Supplemental Fig. 6). Together, these observations verify that Col1a2CreER can be a specific and efficient Cre driver to study isolated fibroblasts and PVFs in the CNS.

Imaging of PVF-reporter mice revealed that PVFs on penetrating arterioles, pre-capillary zones and ascending venules all shared similar features: Flattened somata and thin, sheet-like lamella that covered much of the vessel surface (Fig. 3D-F). Analysis of perivascular somata
roundness along the pre-capillary zone in PdgfrβCre-ttdTomato mice revealed two groups of somata shapes. One group with a round shape (~>0.6 roundness index), putative ensheathing pericytes, and another group with a more flattened somata (~<0.6 roundness index), putative PVFs. Indeed, the roundness index of PVF somata in Col1a2CreER-ttdTomato fell between 0.2-0.7, coinciding with the flattened somata group in the PdgfrβCre-ttdTomato mice (Fig. 3G).

We also examined PVFs in Col1a2CreER-mGFP mice by high resolution confocal microscopy, where cells expressed membrane-bound EGFP to improve visibility of fine subcellular structure. This revealed that PVF processes were fibrous sheets with “ruffled” texture (Fig. 3H, Supplementary Fig. 7). This is consistent with electron microscopy studies of human cortical arterioles and venules, which are described to be surrounded by thin “pial cells” within perivascular spaces. Thus, PVFs are morphologically distinct from mural cells both at the level of their somata (protruding vs flattened) and processes (circumferential banding vs. ruffled sheets).

Perivascular fibroblasts are a dynamic perivascular cell population.

Previous studies showed that the somata of pericytes were very stable in their positions. This is in line with their tight physical interlocking with endothelial cells and encasement in vascular basement membrane. In contrast, PVFs reside within the fluid-filled perivascular space of large vessels, raising the possibility that PVFs can move more easily through this space. We therefore monitored the position of PVF somata weekly up to 4 weeks in most cases. To pinpoint their position from week to week we measured the Euclidian distance from the center of an individual PVF soma to the nearest capillary branch point, a vascular structure known to be stable over long periods in adult cortex. PVFs often made small morphological adjustments to their somata overtime (Fig. 4A). Some PVFs exhibited clear mobility as their somata displaced from their initial positions on average 5μm and up to 12μm (Fig. 4B, E). This movement may not be a passive effect of cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) flow, as PVFs appeared to leave and return to the same locations over time (Fig. 4B). Mobile PVFs were typically on locations away from vascular junctions (non-junctional), whereas PVFs located at junctions (junctional) were generally more stable (Fig. 4C, F). These aspects of PVF dynamics were similar across the different vascular zones (Supplemental Fig. 8). Thus, PVFs are dynamic but structural limitations of the vessel may restrict their movements. This contrasts with ensheathing pericytes, which occupied the same zone as the PVFs examined, but display little, if any movement over 28 days (Fig. 4D, G). Composite data across experiments confirmed that PVFs were significantly more mobile than ensheathing pericytes (Fig. 4H).
DISCUSSION

Our studies confirm that PVFs and mural cells co-exist in a similar perivascular niche in brain microvasculature, but cell-specific transgenic mouse lines and morphological distinctions can be used to differentiate the cell types. The data shown here provides foundational knowledge on PVF organization, morphology and dynamics that will be necessary before detailed studies on cellular reactions to disease or injury using in vivo two-photon microscopy. Future studies will be needed to delineate the physiological role of PVFs in the healthy brain. For example, by residing solely on arterioles, pre-capillary zones and larger ascending venules PVFs may play a unique role in large vessel stability. The parenchymal basement membrane outside of arterioles is a fluid filled perivascular space occupied by PVFs intermixed with a composition of laminin-α1/2 and fibrillar Col1 and Col3. In addition to Col1 expression, transcriptional analysis suggests that PVFs also express Col3 and laminin-α1/2 and may therefore be the source of these ECM components. In zebrafish, deposition of collagen (Col1a2 and Col5a1) by PVFs was vital for vascular stability along intersegmental vessels that sprout off of the dorsal aorta. Interestingly, upon spreading out their fibrous lamella, fibroblasts form actin stress fibers and focal adhesions attaching to the ECM and help create tension within their environment. Thus, the sheet-like encasement of PVF processes may physically strengthen the vascular basement membrane. This possibility could be tested by optical ablation of resting PVFs along the brain vasculature or deletion of PVF-derived basement membrane proteins.

We also demonstrate that PVFs are dynamic along the brain vasculature. It’s possible that PVFs are actively responding to environmental cues or migratory signals during their movement. The small adjustments seen in PVF position could also be a passive effect of vasomotion, the natural slow oscillations (~0.1Hz) in arteriole diameter important for driving CSF flow. Although, we did not observe net directional movement of PVFs, as might be expected if PVFs migrated with flow of CSF. Vasomotion is substantially reduced under isoflurane-induced anesthesia, as used in these studies, and therefore future experiments could assess this possibility in awake mice. We were unable to resolve distinct territories of individual PVFs in instances where multiple tdTomato-expressing PVFs were present along the vasculature. It is possible they overlap with one another, and this was a limitation in assessing the dynamics of PVF lamellar sheets.

Vascular stability and clearance of brain waste through perivascular spaces is substantially altered in aging and Alzheimer’s related diseases. Native PVF morphology can change with their environmental conditions. For example, fibroblasts in high tension environments, such as those created by Col1 and 3, spread out their membrane and form lamellar
structures as opposed to dendritic morphologies exhibited by fibroblasts in low-tension environments\textsuperscript{42,43}. Thus, under conditions of small vessel disease or tissue hypoxia, PVFs could conceivably have an effect on glymphatic drainage by obstructing or changing the shape of the perivascular space along arterioles and venules. Indeed, activation of PVFs coincided with enlarged perivascular spaces in patient tissue and mouse models of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis\textsuperscript{44}. Further, if PVFs do contribute to the composition of the vascular basement membrane, PVF pathology may alter the intramural peri-arterial drainage for CSF\textsuperscript{45}. Both of these CSF drainage pathways have been implicated in removal of waste metabolites and amyloid beta from the brain. These unexplored mechanisms within the perivascular space would be in addition to the overt migration of PVFs from vessels to form a component of tissue scars following injury, which has thus far been the main focus of PVFs in disease.
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FIGURE LEGENDS
Figure 1: Col1a1-expressing perivascular fibroblasts coexist with mural cells on penetrating arterioles, pre-capillary zones and large ascending venules.

(A) Top down, max projected image of the cortical vasculature from \textit{in vivo} two-photon imaging of Col1a1-GFP; PdgfrβCre-tdTomato mice showing that tdTomato\textsuperscript{+} mural cells (red) and
tdTomato+/GFP+ perivascular fibroblasts (PVFs; red and green) coexist along the vasculature. Blood vessels labeled with i.v. administration of Alexa-680 (2MDa) (blue).

(B) Side projection of \textit{in vivo} image stack with (B') schematic demonstrating the topological organization of PVFs (green) along the penetrating arteriole (0\textsuperscript{th} order) as identified by smooth muscle cells (SMCs; red) and pre-capillary zone (1\textsuperscript{st}-4\textsuperscript{th} branch order). PVF somata and termination of territory end before the capillary zone (≥ 5\textsuperscript{th} order).

(C) Side projection of \textit{in vivo} image stack with (C') schematic demonstrating the topological organization of PVFs (green) along the ascending venules (0\textsuperscript{th} order) as identified by venule stellate mural cells (VSMCs; red) and 1\textsuperscript{st} order post-capillary connections. PVF somata only occupy the main trunk (0\textsuperscript{th} order) of some ascending venules.

(D) Scatter plot of penetrating arteriole (red) and ascending venule (blue) diameters versus PVF termination depth along 0\textsuperscript{th} order vessels. Spearman’s rank correlation shows a positive correlation along ascending venules (****p<0.0001, r=0.7314, n=32 ascending venules). PVFs were observed up to maximum imaging depths along penetrating arterioles regardless of vessel diameter (n=15 penetrating arterioles). Data was compiled from 4 mural cell-PVF and PVF reporter (Col1a1-GFP) mice.

(E) Histogram depicting the proportion of PVF soma occupancy from 0\textsuperscript{th} to 6\textsuperscript{th} branch order along the arteriole (red) or venule (blue) zones.

(F) Histogram depicting the proportion of PVF territorial termination from 0\textsuperscript{th} to 6\textsuperscript{th} branch order along the arteriole (red) or venule (blue) zones.

**Figure 2: Topological organization of PVFs is similar across CNS regions.**

Representative confocal image of the (A) cortex, (B) corpus callosum, (C) hippocampus and (D) spinal cord from Col1a1-GFP; PdgfrβCre-tdTomato mice. Inset images show that perivascular fibroblasts (PVFs; green) are found along arterioles, pre-capillary zones and venules in the (A') cortex, (B') corpus callosum, (C') hippocampus (D') and spinal cord. However, PVFs are not present on the capillary zone, which is occupied by thin-strand and mesh pericytes (red) in the (A'') cortex, (B'') corpus callosum, (C'') hippocampus (D'') and spinal cord. Mural cells are shown in red and DAPI in blue.

**Figure 3: Morphological features of PVFs are distinct from mural cells.**

(A-C) Representative two-photon images from PdgfrβCre-tdTomato mice of (A) smooth muscle cells (SMCs) on a penetrating arteriole, (B) ensheathing pericyte and a putative PVF in the pre-capillary zone and (C) venule stellate mural cells (VSMCs) on an ascending venule with
respective red channel separated to better show mural cell morphology (white). Vasculature labeled with i.v. administration of FITC-dextran (70kDa; green).

(D-F) Representative two-photon images of PVFs from Col1a2CreER-ttdTomato mice treated with 2 consecutive days of tamoxifen (80mg/kg) (red) on the (D) penetrating arteriole, (E) pre-capillary zone and (F) ascending venule with respective red channel separated below to appreciate PVF morphology in white. Vasculature labeled with i.v. administration of FITC-dextran (70kDa; green).

(G) Histogram of somata roundness of ttdTomato+ perivascular cells along the pre-capillary zone in PdgfrβCre-tdTomato mice (black) and ttdTomato+ PVFs along penetrating arterioles, pre-capillary zone, and ascending venules in Col1a2CreER-ttdTomato mice (gray). A roundness index of 1 would be considered a perfect circle. Data was compiled from 122 perivascular cells from 8 PdgfrβCre-tdTomato mice and 77 PVFs from 4 Col1a2CreER-ttdTomato mice.

(H) Representative high-resolution confocal image of ruffled PVF membrane (white) from Col1a2CreER-mGFP mice.

**Figure 4: Perivascular fibroblasts are a dynamic perivascular cell population.**

(A-C) Representative in vivo two-photon images of perivascular fibroblasts (PVF; red) over 28 days from Col1a2CreER-ttdTomato mice. (A, B) Non-junctional PVFs display more mobility than (C) PVFs found at vascular junctions. Dashed line indicates initial soma position on Day 0. Vasculature labeled with i.v. administration of FITC-dextran (70kDa; green).

(D) Two representative examples of ensheathing pericytes from PdgfrβCre-tdTomato mice following 28 days of in vivo two-photon imaging. Dashed line indicates initial soma position on Day 0. Vasculature labeled with i.v. administration of FITC-dextran (70kDa; green).

(E) Graph demonstrating soma displacement of PVFs over 28 days from initial position on day 0 (n=102 PVFs from 4 Col1a2CreER-ttdTomato mice).

(F) Graph comparing maximum displacement of PVFs with non-junctional (n=68 PVFs) and junctional (n=34) vascular positions. PVFs with non-junctional positions were significantly more dynamic than PVFs at junctions (Mann-Whitney test U=841, *p=0.0251. Median: Non-junctional=3.627, junctional=2.814).

(G) Graph demonstrating soma displacement of ensheathing pericytes (EP) over 28 days from initial position on day 0 (n=32 EPs from 5 PdgfrβCre-tdTomato mice).

(H) Graph comparing maximum displacement of PVFs (n=102 PVFs) and EPs (n=32). PVFs were significantly more dynamic than EPs (Mann-Whitney test U=431, ****p<0.0001. Median: PVFs=3.081, EP=1.142).
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